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Abstract
Retrieving large data objects (of the order of hundreds of thousands of kilobytes) in a
wide area network such as the Tntcrnet. takes several seconds and occasionally minutes. As
a step towards reducing response time we have studied the possibility of redllciJlg the size
of the data object by "losing" some of the data and then retrieving it. 'Ve have focllssed
on transmission of images across a wide area network. Images are amenable to losing data
wil.hout losing the semantics of the image. Lossy compression techniques result in a smaller
size, lower quality image. 'Ve have studied how the quality of the image can be sacrificed to

achieve higher speed in retrieval over a wide area network. Vlfe have identified parameters
involved in the retrieval process ami conducted experiments to see how they can be varied
to speed Ill' retrieval. We have developed a scheme to rp.dl](~e response time at the expense
of the (IUality of the object depending on the current values of the parameters.
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Introduction

Oigital libraries provide online access to a vast number of distributed text and multimedia
information sources in an integrated manner. Digital libraries encompass the technology of
storing and accessing data, processing, retrieval, compihttion and display of elata, data mining
oflarge information repositories such as video, audio libraries, management anel effective IISC! of
multimedia databases, intelligent retrieval, user illtelfaces and networking. Digital library data
include texts, fi!!;lIJ'es, photographs, sound, video, films, slides, etc. The sizes of the data and
information repositories available are enormous. NASA r.ollects terabytes of earLl. and space
science data every day. DOD has ct repository of all the data on all events of the Glllf War.
Almost every organization has I'Gpositories of old versions of software <:tnd Imsiness related
dat<:t. The Global Information Infrastructure will bring abOllt the integmtion, management,
and communication of these gigabytes of data in it parallel and distributed environment over
national and intemationalnetworks. Such an infrastructure will have a major impact on people
in all walks of life - students, businessmen, researchers, engineers, government employees, ctnd
scientists. Advanr.ps in databases and networking are requ.ired Lo succeed in the technical
program oflmilding an environment where everyone in the world will have access to distributed
stores of information at a reasonable'! cost.
The goal of this work is to prcsent a method to reduce thc response time. Many researchers
have WOl'kcd on the problem of reducing response timp. when images are retrievc<] in a wide area
network. Thumbnail iIll<:tges for browsing is one solution which is provided by many WWW
clients. "Losing" some of the details of the imagC' to reduce the size of the image file is another
solution. 'I'hp. reduced file size leads to a der.rease in the response time. We have studied the
fadors involved in r('{lllcil1~ the quality of the image and reducing response time.

We studied large dat'L olJjects contammg images in the context of i.L multi-resolution data
model as the one proposed by [7]. Images can be stored, manipulated and viewed in multiple
resolutions. Images are rich in semantic content i.Lml careful manipulation of the image will
result in an image so that no visible information lost. Lossy compression techniqlles such
as JPEG exploit this fact and reduce the numbCl" of bits used for chrominance and retain
the number of bits used for luminance for example, since hUmi.LIl eyes are more sensitive to
luminance than chrominance. "Losing" some of the chrominance information does not result in
any visible semantic loss in the image but will result in a smaller size me which will be easier
to manipulate and transmit. Even a 10% si.wing in Iile size will result in the saving of a couple
of seconds during transmission. While retrieving a large number of images in sllcc{'ssion, these
seconds add up to i.L significant saving. The trade-off between quality aud time should be decided
by taking into account various parameters. The paran1P.ters we have identilied are user level
of interest (quality level), conduciveness of the image to compression without losing semantic
content, distance over which the image is retrieved, time of day of transmission, computation
power both at the sender and receiver sites, and the physicalmed.ii.L over which the image will
be retrieved. Some of these parameters can be traded off to achievC! a lower response time.
Quality of tIle image can he reduced to reduce the size of the image which will in turn lead
to the reduction of the transmission time. nut the lossy cOlll]Jression techniques used to lose
information in all ima!!p will increase the access component of the response time. The time
t,Lken to compress the image <lepends on sevC!ral factors like the cOIll]lression technique used
and the attributes of the image.
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Related Work on Reducing Image Transmission Time

Severi.LI researchers have worked on the problem of reducing the response time for retrieving
images over a network. The methods range from reducing the image size to progressive transllUSSlOll.

2.1

ThUlnbnail Images

Very often when users arc browsing images in a distributed datalJase system, they look at m,Lny
images before they pick one that they want to view in detail or more closely. Rdrieving thC!
images the user browses through is very time consuming. Popular WWW browsers like Mosaic
and Netscape offer the option of setting IIp an index page of thumbnail images. A thumbnail
image is a small (with typically 80x80 rC!solution) version of the original imi.Lge useful in helping
the user decide whether to retrieve the full image. The fllesize of the thumbnail image is
typically about 2% that of the original.

2.2

Progressive Transmission of Images

Knowlton proposed a scheme for the lossless progrpssive transmission of images over low bandwidth lines such as telephone lines [oJ. This scheme was later extended by Hill et al [or rich
imagery found in remote sensing applications [4]. The approach is based on sending coarse
information lirst, to inform the llSer early in the reception phase about the general nature of
the image. Iumges are encoded so that during transmission the entire display shows a rough
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version of the image in 'fat pixels' [4]' If the user wishes to see more detail, additional data is
sent and used to refine these pixels, until the exact original image is seen. At any time during
this transmission, the user can abmt thp. sessioll. Examples show th,tt the user illay be able to
make thi:tt decision after only 2% of the image has been received.

2.3

Image Rendering by Adaptive Refinement

The objective of the work by Bergman et al [1] is also to convey as much information to
the user as soon a.<; possible. But the method is different and focusses on the use rendering
procedure. The renderer developed as part of this work constantly relines the image to improve
it and is also adaptive meaning that the improvement adapts to the particular nature of the
image - the polygons and pixellocatiolls whose further processing is likely to make the greatest
improvement in the picture quality_ From the user's perspective, the quality of the image from
a standard renderer improves with time. The adaptive rp.ndC!Tinj:!; system proceeds as follows:
vertex display, edge display, flat sh,uling, shadow display, gOlll'aud shading, phong sha(ling, and
anti-aliasing.

2.4

The Wisconsin Project

NASA has awarded a Sf;OO,OOO grant to the University of Wisconsin, Madison, and the Space
Telescope Science lnstitute, Baltimore. The team is working on improving the rate at which
large digital images can be transferred across the network.

3

Image Formats

There are a wide variety of image me formats in lise now for image processing applici:ttion [5J.
Choosing a particular format for a given application generally involves several interdependent
considerations: quality, flexibiJity, computation, storage, transmission efficiency, and support
by existing programs. Some formats like vector-based olles are efficient with respect to storage
but require ,tdditional compllting power and software development to enmde and decode [.5]'
Similarly, image compression techniques reduce storage alHl transmission requ.irements at the
expense of greater COlllllUting time. Our work uses the JPEG compression format as a case
study. vVe also use GIl" a fOJ'lllat to compare JPEC; with respect to cncoding and decoding
time. The rollowing subsections contain a brier description of GIF and .JPEG formats.

3.1

Graphics Interchange Format (GIF)

Graphics Interchange Format is a protoml for COllllllUlllcating raster graphics data [5, 8J. GIF
is a simple format designed primarily as a transmission format ror a data stream than as a
storage format for an image fIle. TIllS is the reason behind the sequential organization of the
format. A GIl" file consists or the header block, the logical screen descriptor block, an optional
global color-tablc hlock, blocks of illl,tge data OJ' special-purpose blocks, and the trailer block
which is a terminating code.
A C;IF encoder creates the header block ror the input files and apllends the input files to
the header block. The header block contains information about the color table, dimension and
resolution of the image, and initialization values for hardware parameters needed to render the
3

graphics Image. The decoder initializes device setup parameters, loads the color table, reads in
data files, and dIsplays lhe image.

3.2

JPEG Image Compression Technique

.TPEG is a standardized im,Lge compression mechanism [3J . .TPEG stands for Joint Photographic
gxperts Group, the original name of the cOlllmittee that wrote the standard. .TPEG is designed
for compressing either full-color or gray-scale images of natural, real-world scenes. It works
well on photographs, naturalistic artwork and similar matP.l'ial but nol so well on lettcrin/!;,
simple cartoons, or line drawings. GIF (Graphics Interchange Format) performs better for
lhese images.
JPEG is a lossy compression technique [5, 8]. It does not reconstruct the original image
bit-for-bit but reconstructs an image whIch looks very similar to the original lo the human
eye. JPEG primarily stores information on coloI' changes, particularly variations in brightness,
because the eye is very sensitive to them [5J. One can choose the extent of r.ompression while
choosing JPEG. The extent of compressIon decides how much data is lost. vVe use percentages
to denote the amount of data lost. A 10% .TrEG file is onc whIch has relained 10% of the
original file. This does not necessarily mean lhal lhe file size is 10% the original size. .TPEG
compresses some files bettP.l' than others (bet leI' ratio with resped to size) depending on the
r.ontent of the image. For example an image file with predominantly one color with many sh'Ldes
compressed (at 10% quality) lo i:L file with size 48.15% of the original. Anolher image file with
many colors compressed to a file with size 14.59% of the original. 75% quality is perfed for
human eyes in most cases. 10%,30%,50%,75% etc. ,Ln'. referred to as levels of quality in lhis
paper.
The .TPEG compression and decompression procedures are more complex than the GIF
encode and decode proccdures. The JPEG comlJression sleps are [5, 8]:
• 5'ub.mmpling: Adjacent pixels are combined into a single value. In a color image, .TrEG
compresses each color component separately. It applies compression to color data expressed as luminanr.e (bril?;htness) and chronllnance. Since the human eye is less sensitive
to color changes than to brightness change'S, C'.hrominance channels can be coded with
more loss than the luminance channel.
• DCT Coding: Discrete Cosine Tr<tnsfoTlll is applied to convert raster data into rate-ofchange information. DCT turns an alTay of intensily d<Lla into an array of frequenr.y
data thal lell how fast the intensities vary_ JPEG applies DCT to 8x8 rectangles of pixel
data. TIle result of the DCT is a sel of spatial frequencies, F(ll,'u), which indicate to
what degree the values change at each of a set of rates. The point of changing from
intensities lo frequencies is that slow chang-es a.re much more noticeable than fast ones,
so the low-frequency data is more important than high-frequency data for reconslructing
the image. nCT is reversible using reverse DCT.
• Quantization: This step truncates the results of DCT coding to a smaller range of vahles.
This is the lossy slep and the quantization coefficients decide how much data is lost and
hence lhe extent of compression. J P EG uscs linear quantlzalioIl, that is, each of the DCT
values is divided by a quantization factor and rounded to an integer to get the value that
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will be stored. An RxR table of {lUantization factors is used, one for each output term.
While decoding, th~ original valucs arc approximately recovered by multiplying by the
quantization factor.
• Huffman or Arithmetic Coding: The results of quantization are compressed using either
one of the coding schemes. Most current implementations usc Huffman, since that is
public domain.

3.3

Suitability of JPEG for Multi-resolution Data Type

A lower resolution data object will consume less time during data transmission because the
size is almost always smaller than the higher resolution data object. If a lower resolution data
object is used, then quality is being traded offfor response time. Several res~archers have come
up with progressive techniques where the image is transmitted step by step [4]. The data sent
in each step enhances the data sent in the previolls step. The response time for the user is low
since the first low resolution image is small in size and also tIle user can start viewing someth.ing
while the rest of tIle data is received instead of waiting for the whole data object to be rccClivcrl.
The quality levels of JPEG, as defined by us are not conducive to progressive transmission since
one quality level cannot be used to enhance a lower quality levp.l. It is a llew, complete image
in itself and can replace the old lower quality display but cannot add to it. Progressive JPEG
techniques arc expected to make an appearance very soon [;~J.

3.4

Image Compression Techniques

Image compression can be defined as a method which maps an original image raster into a bit
stream suitable for cOllllllUnication over or storage in a digital medium so that the number of
bits required to represent the coded image is smaller than that required for the original illlage
[2]. Image compression techni<]ues aim at minimizing storage space and/or communication time.
''Ne arc concp.rned with how connllunication time can be minimized using image compression.
Compressed images can be squeezed into smallcr bandwidth and one can ha.ve lllore video
channels on fiber networks [2J. Some compression teehniques aUow progressive transmission,
providing increa."ing good images starting from it coarse image and improving it as new bits
arrivc. This is vp.ry llseful for browsing. B,Lndwidth is becoming faster and cheaper due to
current advances in network technology, but there will always be users with low capacity links
such as from hand-hcld communication devices and low cost modems.
There arp. two basic types of compression: losslcss and lossy compreSSiOll. In lossless compression, the original image can be perfectly recovered from the compressed representation [2].
Compression ratios rarely cross 'I: I [2]. In lossy compression, the original pixel intensities cannot
be verfeclly recovered. Lossy compression tcchniques attempt to remove redundant infonnatioll. Typical compression ratios rangp. from 4:1 to :32:1 [2J. Higher compression ratio leads to a
higher re(luction in commuuication time. In tItis paper, we have lIsed .JPEC as our compression
technique to study the tradeofflletweeu loss in quality and reduction in cOJlllllunication time.
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4

A Framework to Support Fast Image Retrieval in a Wide
Area Network

4.1

Parameters Involved in Retrieval

We have identified three different plla.<;es in image retrieval in a wide area network:

• Accessing the data objed on the remote computer (time taken: ta)
• Transmission of the data object over the network (time taken:
• Display on the IDeal cOlllJH1ler (time taken:

ttl

t,d

response time = t a + tt

+ ld

The followin,!!; subsections contain a dcseriptiotl of the parameters whir.h influence each
phase. The first five parameters are dependent all the resources available and the user has no
direct. control over their values. The values for the last two parameters can be specified by
the user. The parameters image quality and response lillie are the two paramC!ters that call
be ch;mged so tllat specifications can be complied with. Image quality also can be changed
autom<Ltically by the system.

4.1.1

Transmission Distance

The Internet spans thc cntire world. A user may want to retrieve data from halfway across the
world. The time taken for a user in W. Lafay~tt('., Indii:LIli:L, to retrieve an image file from a site
in California is more than the time taken for the same user to retrieve an image file from a site
in Maryland. The uscr might be si:l,tisIied witIl a lower quality image to reduce the time delay
when retrieving from California but while retrieving from a site close by he might prp.fer the
perfect quality image. Network distance is aIle of the important factors in it and contributes a
major portion of the rp.sponse time

4.1.2

Image Attributes

Lossy compression techniques reduce the size of the filp by losing :;Ollle information. How much
inform<Llion is lost determines the final size of the Iile. Different compression techniques are
suitable for different images depending on the kind of the information the image contains.
As described in Chapter ;3, JPI~G works well 011 some material like photographs, naturalistic
i:Lrlwork, and lmt not so well on certain other material like lettering, simple cartoons, or line
drawings [3]. elF is better for such images and often compresses them more than JPEG can.
Even in one compression scheme, Salle images compress better than others - i.e; they can lose
more pixel information without losing semantic information. When subjected to the "eyeball"
test (using the human eye to distinguish between two images), they look the same as the original.
For example, because of the ell be effect in J PEG compression, for images with predominantly a
single color with different shades anything beyond :30% distorts the image. Some images do not
lose any semantic information in greyscale but some look completely different. Depending on the
nature of image, we can assign attributes to the illl<Lge and these attributp.s can determine the
amount of compression the image can toleratp., which format is suitable and whetllPr ,e;reyscale
is adequate.
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4.1.3

Time of Day

Internet trafIic varies very much with the time of day [9]. Traffic at night is less and a user
retrieving images at th;:tt time, might be abh'! to get the full size high quality image with an
acceptable delay. Our experiments have shown that image transmission in the day took more
time than at night because of network traIIic during the day. When the remote site is hallway
across the world in an entirely different time zone then part of the network will be in the Light
traffic. ti me slot, and part will be in the heavy traffic slot.
4.1.4

Computation Power

If illmges ;:tre compressed online and tl1P.n transmitted then the computation power at the sender
site will influence the display time. For instance, a SPARe 10 can compress a -100K GIF file to
10% .lPEG file in 2.9 sp.cs whel'eas a SPARC I takes nearly 15 secs for the same file.
The machine at the l'C!cciver site also has an influence on the display time. Display of the
same 400K file at 10% .lPEC; compression takes 4.8 sees on a SPARC 10 and 4.4 secs on a
SPARC 1. Display of the same ftle in ct GIF format on the SPARC 10 takes only 2.8 sees. For
display, format is morC! important than the size. But GIF ftles are htrger and would take more
tr<LTIsmission timp.. The decision as to whether the image should be compressed or not before
transmission and what forllmt should hp. llSp.d should include the factors of the colllIHltation
power ;:tt both the sender and receiver sites.
The other factor is that diIferent compression schemes take different times for compression
and decompression. A quick and dirty compressionjdecoillpression schellH" may be useful in
performing lossy compression.

4.1.5

Physical Media

High speed network technologies like ATM, rom, will reduce transmission time. In a wide
;:trea (listribl1ted environment like the Internet, the user has typically no control ovC!r the kind
of network the image will be transmitted on but if the type of network is known (a.<; in a LAN)
then that will influence the decision of the size of image tl1<l,t should be transmitted.
4.1.6

Storage

To save time and reduce load on the remote machine, the alternative to online compression is
to store the original image ;:md copies at all the different quality levels. Current technology has
made storage very cheap lmt still it is not free. It may not be viable'! to store all the different
levels of compression of a file. IT a certain quality level is used only very rarely then it should
not be stored. Online compression depending on the other parameters has to be done.
4.1. 7

Quality level (user control)

DiIrerent users are satisfied with different levels of quality. An earth scientist looking at a NASA
image lll;:ty W;:Ult all the details of all the shades without any distortions whereas a high school
student might be s;:ttisIied with l)are outlines whidl give him an idea of what is contained in the
image. Based on a level specified by the usel', the image can be processed to lose information,
thus reducing display time. A partieular cla.<;s of user may not be a frequent user. If that user
7

requests x% compression, that compressed file should not be stored but produced online since
the storing an infrequently used file is an inefficient usage of storage space.
The quality level need not be specified by the user always as a percentage. For example,
there can be levels the user can choose fTOm: perfect, good, medione, betd and intervals of
quality levels can lle associated to them by the system.
4.1.8

Response Time (user control)

The user can decide the response time he c;m wait faT. If the response time is high, he will
get a better quality image. The response time might not be enough to transmit "tIl image of
the requested quality. Thls leads to a conflict in which case either the user has to reviSe! his
response time requirement or not retrieve the image.

4.2

Preserving Semantics with JPEG

-TPEG is the compression scheme we have chosen to use for measuring access times in our
experiments. The objective is to compress an image so that the semantics are not lost. We
have seen that J P EG does not do a very good job when images haVe! smaller number of colors
or sharp edges. Consequently, tollpression ratio of a tile is dependent on its content. A me
with a large number of colors can have .5% compression whereas a tile with a smaller nlLmber
of colors can have 30% compression. All im"tges "tre not treated in the same way.
Depending on the semantics of the image, "t very low quality image is sufficient to pass the
e!yeball test. For such "tn im"tge we have the added advantage that JPEG itseU does a good
job. So depending on the semantics of the image, the amount of compression (10%, 30% and so
on) should be decided. We propose that thC'. following attributes should be associated with the!
im"tge: number of colors, number of sharp edges, and amount of space with all pixels exactly
the same color. Uased on these attributes, the quality level for that image can be determined.
Different compression techniques will be influenced by diIferent attributes. Depending all the
compression technique used, they should be varied.
Let us consider the nineteen files we have used for Ollr experiments. The images are included
in the appendix. We found th"tt when compressed to 10% JPEG level, the Images could he
grouped into fOllr classes:
• Perfect: The compressed image is indistinguishable by thC' human eye from the original.
Example: asLspray.
• Parti"u Loss of Information: Some minute details like small dots, small, thin lines are lost
in the image. Exam]lle: earthl
• Complete Loss of Regions: Some regions in the compressed image are missing. Also, some
colors arc extra bright. Example: hubllle.eostar
• New Regions are Introduced: New regions, which were non-existent in the original image
appear in the compressed image. Example: mars
The above observations indicate that all images cannot be compressed to the same level and
uHcompressed so that they look the same to tll{' human P.)'('. Some images can tolerate more
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compression than others. If the syst~m provides four levels for Lhe user to choose from - perfect,
good, mediocre, and bad, Lllen all these images at these levels will not correspond to the same
four levels of quality percentage. An image may be perfect at 10% level and another may be
ba,<] at that level. Thus "how much can an image be compressed" is an important attribute of
the image. If an imagE'. cannot tolerate much comprC'.ssion, then for many users response time
for that image cannot be slgniIicanlly reduced.

4.3

Experiments to Measure Response Time

We had observed during our use of Mosaic, Netscape, and ollier browsers that the response
time varies witIl network distance, with thp. time of us,Lge, and with the workstation we were
working from. Som~ remote sites were faster than others. Some workstations were faster than
others. Some times of (lay were lJetter than others to browsp. tllP. Internet. This gave us the
motivation to wnduct experiments to get a precise estimate of the time involved in the different
phases of fetching an image from a remote site. We wanted to use this data to study how, if
any, phases of the the retrip.val process wuld be speeded up by trading off some TJ'Lrameters for
others. vVith this objective in mind, we conduded the following experiments;
1. Measure the time taken to transmit an image file over an network (ttl. Tltis gives us:

• Relationship between network distallce and it
• Relationship between time of day and it
• Relationship between size of me and it
2. Measure the time taken to convert GIF nics to different quality .TPEG nics and from one
quality .TPEG file to another (a part of f. a ). This gives us:
• Rclationshl]J between sender computation power and la
;3. Measure the time taken to display the different format (GIF and .TPEG), different quality
(10%, :10% .TI'EG etc.) images on difrerent macltines (SPARe I, SPARC 5, SPARe 10)
(t,J). TillS gives us:

• Relationship
4.3.1

hctw~(!ll

receiver computation power and id

Experimental Setup

We conducted the experiments in the Raid Laboratory at Purdue University. The macltines
in the hLboratory are connected through a 10Mb}ls Ethernet. We llsed three SPARCstations raida, a SPARC 1; raid4 a SPARe 5; and pirx, a SPARC 10. We llsed a millisecond resolution
clock to measure the time in all our eXperilllp.llts.

4.3.2

Input Parameters

Nineteen fil~s with sizes ranging from 7K to 400K were chosen for the experiments. The criteria
of selection was represent<Ltion of a particular image type like shades, lines etc. They were chosen
so that their sizes spanned the interval of 7K to 01001(. A description of the files is given below:
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• earth-rollnd.gif: Sharp contours, green on blue globe. Res: 187x158, Size: 6988 bytes
• earth1.gif: Very sharp contours, green on blue globe. Res: 160x160, Size: 77081lytes
• galJinc.gif: Red on black, a whole lim'! of only dots. Res: '150xo150, Size: 17027 bytes
• gaLgreen.gif: Green on green, lots of dots, striations of colors. Res: :384x330, Size: 29668
bytes
• comet.gif: White eye, blue tail, tail fades into background. Res; 512x480, Siz e:

355~3

• mars.gif: Huge circle of light brown shades. Res: 3'IOx:3t\0, Size: 60;179 bytes
• surface.gif: Sloping surface of white and bIlle, some sharp contours, some shades. Res:
550x450, Size: 74058 bytes
• jupiter.gif: Huge circle of red and yellow shades, yellow text on black. Res: 710x765, Size:
8038.5 llytes
• ga.lJllue.gif: Blue on blue, some dots. Res: (j07x;173, Size: 9783.5 bytes
• 1mbble.costar.gif: Shades of concentric red, orange, yellow colors, some shading, some
text. Res: 566x38'1, Size: 10'136.5 bytes
• cartILdetaH.gif: Blurred contours, some text, pink color, black background, w hole globe.
Res: 1152x864, Size: 110132:3 bytes
• eclipse2.gif: A huge TIllmller of red shades. Res: 784x6:30, Size: 1:3,5701 bytes
• 4gaLred.gif: Bright colors (red, or,tuge), white spots, black and white dots, some shading.
Res: 441x400, Size; 153634 bytes
• sLgif: Sharp boundary contours, blue, white aud red colors. Res: 500x500, Size: 17.5405
bytes
• asL<;pray.gif: Black backgrouud, lots of small particles. Res: 701x6,59, Size: 205747 bytes
• mitwavel.gif: Orange ,:tnd white shades, delicate, multicolored ridges. Res: 1024xl024,
Size: 236199 bytes
• eartlLIlighres.gif: Blurred coutours, some text, blue color, black b;:tckgrouud, a part of
the globe. Res: J 152x864, Size: 279786 bytes
• text+image.gif: Text, many dots, subtle shading. Res: 936x867, Size: '1068.51 byt es
• eclipse1.gif: A huge number of orange and yellow shades. Res: 1280xI02t\, Size: '186430
llytes
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4.4
4.4.1

Experiment 1: Transmission over the Network
Statement of the Problem

The purpose of LItis experiment was to measure the time tak~n to transmit image ftles of different
sizes from Purdue to five chosen remote sites across the Internp.t. This would give us a measure
of the amount of overhead due to communication in a wide area network. Intuitively, one
can observe that the transmission time increases as the number of hops the image files travels
increases. v.,re w<tnted to measure vrecisely the tim~ takp.lI sillc~ that would give us a measure of
how much time we are saving when a lower quality imap;e file (and hence smaller size) is used.
4.4.2

Procedure

It is very difficult to have computer accounts in more than one administrative domain [9]. Computer accounts are mostly restricted to ones organization and that will be in one geograpltical
location. We needed to conduct experimenls across the Internet. Since We! do not have au
account on the remote computer, we cannot receive chtla olljects and record timestamp information. To measure the transmission times from our computer X to a remote computer Y,
we used a TCPeclto program to send the image file fl'Om X to Y, echo off Y and return to X.
This gave us a measure of the round trip time without using an account on Y. Our TCPecho
program used a TCP client to e!cho a file using port 7 on the specified host.
Each trial consisted of 100 repetitions and we had three! trials to get a total of 300 repetitions.
RaidS, a SPARe llll<lcltine and a part of the Computer Science department subnet was the
machine whicl. we vrimarily llsed for experiments. We chose the following five remotes sites.
The number in braces gives the number of hops on the days of the exveriments.
1. Pirx.cs.purdue.edu: A machine on the same LAN as RaidS. (Number

of hops = 1)

2. Atom.ecn.pllrdue.edll: A machine 011 the engineering network of Purdue. Tltis machine
is all the same MAN as RaidS. (Number of hops = 4)
:3. Merope.cs.buJfalo.edu: This macltine is in New York. (Nllmbp.r of hops = 19)

-to lronweed.cs.uiuc.edu: This machine is in illinois (Number of hops = 19)
5. Lallai.cs.ucla.edu: This machine is in California. (Number of hops = 22)
6. Bovina.cs.utexas.edu: This machine is in Texas. (Number of hops = 23)
7. Retrievf!r.r.s.umbr..edll: This machine is in Maryland. (Number of hops = 25)

The sites wp.rc initially chosen to represent an inr.rea..<;ing order of network distances from
RaidS at Purdue. The experiments were conducted at various times of day: 9:00 am, 12:00
noon, 5:30 pm and 2:00 aill.
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Transmission Time vs File Size (LAN and MAN)
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Figure 1: Va-ria-tion of Transmission Time with File Size in a LAN and MAN
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Figure 2: Variation of Transmission Time with File Qnality in a LAN

4.4.3

Experimental Results

Figure 1 shows the round trip transmission time vs. filesize for the sites in the LAN ,Lud MAN.
From the human perspective, in a LAN, the difference in round trip time between the smallesl
and largest file' is not significant. Figure 3 shows a graph of round trip lime vs. filesi7.e for the
five different remote sites. This shows how much network dist;mce influences transmission time
(ld. The curves rise more sharply than in lhe case of a LAN. Figllre 4 shows the variation of
round trip time with time of day. The experiments were conducted at 12:00 noon and 2.00 am
using Bovina (in Texas) as a remote site. Figure 2 is a bar graph comparing the transmission
times for ullcompressed (GIF) and cOlllprcssed (75% .IPEG and 10% .IPEG) files in a local
area network. Except for the larger files, tllere is not. much difference between t.he three fIles.
The X axis gives the file number assigned to the nineteen fIles. This was l>ecause the Iile sizes
did not have the same order when they were sorled for the three different quality levels. For
example, the file 4gal-red is smaller than the file surface at the 705% (juality level, but greatcr
than surface at the 10% quality level. Figurc.') shows the varialion of rollnd trip time with
respect to distance for two diIferent quality files (10% and 7.5%) in a wide area network (tIle
remotc sitt'! used for collecting this data is in California).

4.4.4

Discussion

NetllJ01'k Distance and Response Time: As the network distance between the user and the
remote site where the image is lJeing retrieved from increases, the response time increases (see
Figure 3). The figure also shows that a.<; the file size increases, the response time increases.
The curve rises more sharply when the receiver is a remote site in a wide area network. When
images are retrieved from a site in a LAN or MAN the difference between the largest file and
the smallest file in 0111' experiments is only one second. From a human perspective, this is not
a significant difference. Hence only beyond <:L certain network distance docs compressing a Jile
achieves <:L significant sewing in response time.
"Ve can see lhal for slllall files with size less than or equal to 10K, the diI[erence in transmission times between a site in a LAN and a sile in a WAN is only a second (Figure 3). The
difference in transmission times between two such sites increases as the size of the file increases.
TIllS is clearly illustrated in Figure G which shows the transmission limes for the LAN site,
MAN site ,Lnd two vVAN sit.es. This indicates if a file sizC' is less than a cerlain lhreshold, the
file can be retrieved as it is whatp.ver the network distance. Large files hav!' to be reducp.d in
size by trading off quality. The reduction in response time increases as the network distance
increases making the tradeoff worthwhil!'.
Time oj Day and Respo/lse Time: As can be s('en in Fig;me 4, The response time is lower when
images are retrieved at certain limes like 9.00 am and 12.00 midnight. 2.:30 pill and 05.30 pm
seem to be heavy traffic times for the Internet, as evidenced by the higher respouse limes. IT
the image is being retrieved at a time when the Internet traffic is heavy, tradeoff in quality lllay
not be required. If traffic is heavy, as in the daytime, a tradeoff in quality is worthwhile to
achieve lower response time. At a low traffic time, the threshold chosen for network distance
and fIle size will be higher.
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File Size vs Transmission Time
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4.5
4.5.1

Experiment 2: Conversion from GIF to JPEG Format
Statement of the Problem

The l11lrpose of the experiment was to 1ll(!a5ure the time to perform lossy compression to a
certain quality level for different types of image meso The comIJression method we chose for
our experimellts was the .TrEG compression schemC'!. GIF was the format we chose to represent
thc llIlcoillpressed forlll. Tltis was because .TPEG is a stanchLrd and GIF and JPEG are two of
the most popular formats for images in use today. "Ve used thr('!e machines for conducting the
experiments - raidS (SPARC 1, black & whitC'!), raid4 (SPARC 5, color), and pirx (SPARC 10,
color ).
4.5.2

Procedure

We used the free JPEG softwarc developed and distribuled by IndC'!pendenl .TrEG Group (I.JG).
TIHW conform to the! ISO .TrEG standard. The software, written in C, implemenls the JPI~G
haseline and extended-sequential compression processeS. Il includes a set of library routines
to write and read ,1PEG image mes, and provides "ejpeg", an application to use lhe routines
to pNform conversion from olher formats to .TPEG. We! llsed a shell script to perform this
conversion 100 times for each of the nineteen files. Tltis shell script was executed three liIlles
bringing the total number of rcpetitiOlIS lo 300 for each me. The C'!xperiIllent was pNformed at
night to ensure low load 011 lhe system and the system was periodically checked lo see that no
olher major process was rUlltting.
4.5.3

Results

Table 1 ~ives a table of the timc taken to convert a GIF me to 10% JPEG fIle on three diIferent
machines for four image files (sizes 4001(, 200K, lOOK, 71<). Figure 7 shows a graph of the same
data for nineteen different files on the lhree machines.
The time taken for this conversion is not directly proportional to file size. vVe sec that i:L 153 K
GIF file takes less time to convert than a 1:35 K GIF file.

Filesize
Spare 1
Sparc .5
Spare 10

400K
2892.910ms
'1138.700ms
14547.g90ms

200K
1870.o90ms
2511.1 gOms
9055.7S0ms

lOOK
999.820ms
1514.3.50ms
,1213.340ms

7 J(
358.2.50ms
429.150ms
838.000ms

Table 1: Time Taken to Convert a GIF File into 10% .TrEG Fill'!

4.5.4

Discussion

By looking at FigurE'. 7 one can observe that diffNent images take clilfercnt time lo compl'ess
to a certain quality level. There does not seem to be any dear correlation betweell filesize
and the time taken to compl'ess the file \Ising i:L .TPEG r.ompression algorithill. The time taken
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Conversion from GIF to 10% JPEG
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for compression depends on the semantics of the image like the number of colors, number of
sh,ules, amount of detail and so OIl. All files do not reduce their size by the same percentage
after compression. That depends on the semantics of the image fIle too. Table 2 shows the
nineteen file sizes before and aftN compression and the percentage of the compressed file when
compared to lhe original me. If the COmlJTessed fIle is a large percentage of the original Jile
then lhe transmission time will not be significantly reduc.ed. In such a case transmitting the
11llcompl'essed file may be the better option.
Filename
earth-round
earth1
gaUine
gaLgreen
comet
mars
surface
jupiter
gal_blue
hubble.costar
ear tILde tail
eclipse2
ilgaLred

,f
asLspray
mitwavel
earthJ.lighres
text+image
eclipse1

GIF Filesize

10% .lPEG Filesizc

6988
7708
17027
29668

2297
1968

3,554;J

7572

60379
74058
80385

376~

97835
IOil;~G5

II4;j2;J
U5701
153634

175405
20.5747

236199
279786
'106851
4H6430

5254
7757

7857

16298
5456
10:374
256'16

10776
9822
11977
20348
22426
:~0520

;3'I86;J
22493

% of GIF File
;J2.87%
25.53%

30.86%
26.15%
21.3%
6.23%
10.61%
20.27%
5.58%
9.94%
22.4;1%
7.9%

6.3%
6.83%
9.9%
9A9%
10.91%
H.57%

11.62%

Table 2: Comparison of Original (GIF) and Compressed (10% .J PEG) File Sizes

4.6
4.6.1

Experiment 3: Display of GIF and JPEG Files
Statement of the Problem

The purpose of lItis experimenl is to measure lhe time laken to decompress an<] display different
image files. Image formats have varying degrees of complexlty and the time taken to decompress
and display, wltich we call display time, varies accordingly. Display time depends not only on
the image format used but on the semantir.s of the illla?;e as well.

4.6.2

Procedure

We used the XV shareware software (version 3.01) developed l>y John Bradley to display several
format images in a X window cnvironmcnt. XV code is frccly available. vVe modified the code
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to notf! the time before IJeginnlng processing of an imagC' to he displayed, displayed the image,
killed the image and noted the time again. The difference in the time stamps gave us the time
t<Lken to display the image. This time did not include the time takf!n to load the XV software.
Each trial consisted of displaying the image 100 times. We conducted three trials resulting in
300 repetitions. Again, the experiment was performed at night to ensure low load on the system
and the system was periodically checked to see that no other major process was running. We
mea.<;urf!cI the display times all three machines as in experimf!nt 2 - raidB (SPARe 1, black &
wllite), raid4 (SPARe .5, color), aud pirx (SPARe 10, color). The formats displayed were GIF,
.TPEG and 10% J PEG.
4.6.3

Results

As with measuring conversion times, the display time! wa.<; measured on the three machines
SPARe 1, SPARC 5, and SPARC 10 for thc nineteen -files. The files displayed were GlF, JPEG
ancl 10% JPEG. Table 3 gives the display times for .TPEG files. Table II gives the time taken
to display GlF files. Figure 8 shows how disphLy times vary for different file si7.f!S and different
formats. The X axis gives the file llllmlJer assigned to the ninetcen fiks. We can see from the
figure that though GIF files in general take lesser time to display than JPEG files, for two files
(er.lipsel and lllitwavel), .TPEG is faster th,Lu C~IF.

400K
16065.67ms
7009.44ms
4837.0ms

Filesize
Sparc 1
Sparc 5
Spare 10

200K
11736.:33ms
4901.;3;3ms
3592.0ms

lOOK
5292.78ms
3124.78ms
21S;3.67ms

Table 3: Time Taken to Display

Filesize
Sparc 1
Sparc 5
Sparc 10

400K
12962.56ms
4195.44ms
2836.56ms

200K
8193.llms
2880.89ms
2025.56ms

JPl~G

lOOK
11'IIO.llms
2'109.33111s
17:37.llms

7K
1946.llms
:1I57.78ms
It129.5Gms

Files

7K
1595.33ms
158:lA4ms
1170.221118

T,tlJle 4: Time T<Lken to Display GIF Files

4.6.4

Discussion

Image POl'mat anrllJisplay Time: Different formats for ima~c files take dillerenttimes to display.
III general, GIF Jiles <Lre {]lllCker to disphLY than image files [;3] because of a simpler decoding
al~orithm. But GIF files are larger than .TPEG files and hence will take longer time to transmit.
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Display of GIF and JPEG Files (on a Spare 10)
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Fllc.numlJ.cr

If the distance is small, and the GIF file takes only a fraction more than the JPEG file then
GIF can be used since GIF files arc usually faster to display. GIF flies are not always faster to
display however. Depending on the contents of the image, a GIF file can be slower to display
than the JPEG form;:Lt of the same filc. This should l)e an attributp. of the im;:Lge, If the time
taken to compress, transmit, decompress, and display is less than the time taken to transmit
the uncompressed file, then the file should be compressed and transmitted. The last phase of
decomvression and display might outweigh the advantage of compressing and transmitting the
image which reduces the response time in the first two phases.

4.7

Reducing Response Time

The data we have collected so far can be used to decrease the time tcLken by some of the phases
which constitute the total response time. Depending on the parameters involved in the retrieval,
different modes of retrieval should be adopted instead of au uniform mode for all images.

4.7.1

Dependencies between User Specified and Other Parameters

Transmission time depends on:
• Network Distance
• Tim(! of Day
• Image Quality (file size)
Access time depends on:
• Computation

pOWN

of the sender machine - where tlw image file is being retrieved from

Display time depends on:
• Computation power of the

USCI'

machine which receives the image- file

Image quality C;:Ln be changed by both the syst(!m and the user. The more image quality is
reduced, the lessel' is the transmission time. Depending all the attributes of the image, there is
a threshold beyond which the image can't l)e compressed witllOut losing semantic information.
Beyond this threshold image quality C;:Lllllot be controlled by the user.
Time of day can be changed by the user. The user might prefer to retrieve an image at
night when there is less traflic, If cost is associated with each retrieval, then retrieval at night
cau be charged less than retrieval during the day, in a way sirnil;:Lr to telephone companies.
The other factors network distance, computatioll power of sender machine, and computation
power of receiver machine arc beyond the control of the user.

4.7.2

Specification by the User

The user can specify two parameters - response time and quality level. Based on these parameters the system decides the image format, and quality to be transmitted that will minimize
response time, In the following subsections we sllg~est steps th;:Lt can be carried out to arrive
at the appropri;:Lte image format and quality lC'v(!1. First we consider the case where the usel'
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specifies response time and image quality (quality level) is left to the system. Next we consider
the case where the user specifies the quality level (what quality of image he requires) and the
response tillle is left to the systelll.

Objective: To minimize (t"

+ tt + t,d

t a depends on computation power of the sender machine.
tt depends on distance and time of day.
td depends on computation power of the receiver machine.

Let q represent quality level.
Let t~ be the time taken to perform lossy compression on the image so that q% information is
retained.
Let tf be the time taken to transmit the image after it is compressed to the speciIied <]uality q.
Let t~ be the time taken to d1splay the compressed image.

User Specifies Response Time
The user specifies tIlat he w;mts the file to he retrieved in time T. The objective is to giVe! him
the best quality image possible within the time T. Given time T, if the only quality of the image
possible falls below tllat specified by the image! attributes, then there is a conflict between the
user's requirements and the system's possibilities. The user has to rC!visC! his requirements or
be satisfied with an image which has completely lost its semantics.
q = 100%

While (t a + tf + t~ ;:: T)
q= q-0
WhileEnd
Tnmsmil. image with this q

User Specifies Quality Level
As mentioned above, some users require a very high quality image which they will usc for
other purposes, some are satisfied with a general idea of the image is like. When the user
specifics a quality q he is interested in, the system shoul(J find out the fastC'st way to ge!t an
image of that or greater quality on the user's screen. If it is cheaper to get a top quality image
without any lossy compression being done on it, then that should be preferred over the scheme
of compressing the image and losing some information, transmitting it, and reconstructing the
image at the user's local site.

q = user specified qU<Llity level
qlOO = 100% qlLallty

2.\

If (t'a

q
+ t't + t ,{_
< t, a + t QlOO
+ t QlO
t
d O)

comp1Y~SS and transmit
else transmit as is

then

The amount of compression that can be done depends on the attribute's of the image. Images can be categorized by whether or not they require color, whether the images have sharp
detail or less than sharp detail, whether there arc shade v<:Lriations and blocks with the exact
same color and so ou.

Steps to be Followed before Transmitting an Image
1. IT the size of the file is less lh"m

,L

certain threshold, transmit without any proccssing

2. If the network distance is less than a certain LllTes]lOld, transmit without any processing
3. Identify [TOm the attributes of the image how much lossy compression it can tolerate. If
more data is lost, there will be loss in semantic information. Let this be Qimflge
4. Note the time of day_ Perform a table 100kulJ to get an

C'stimat~

of t l

5. Cet parameters specified by user. Calculate Q,,~er, the quality which is possible (as in the
previous subsections). If C-Jv.scr is less than Qimnge, then there is a conflict

Time taken
Round trip (75% .1PEG)
Round trip (10% .1PEG)
Convert (75% JPEG to 10% JPEG)

Case I: WAN
[6.3 s
;3.6 s
2.9 s

Case 2:
1.2
0.9
2.9

LAN
s
s
s

Table!J: An Example: Using 10% ,TPEG is Sometimes Viable
We can clearly sec in Table 5, that in Case 1, it is worthwhile to compress the fIle to a lower
<Jl1ality and transmit it whereas, in the second Case, it is not worth it. Figure 10 illustmtes
this. The five points on the X axis represent fivC' sitps: Pirx (LAN), Atom (rvIAN), Retriever
(Maryland), Bovina (Texas), Lanai (California). We can see that for Pirx and Atom, the
response time for GIF files is lower while for the other three sites responsC'. time for 10% JPEG
files is lower. This gives us an idea whether a file should be trausmltted in a compressed OJ'
uncompressed form based on network distance.
Figu re 11 illustrates the [ad when the size of the fi[e of is small, GIF response time is lower
than 10% JPEG response time. In such cases, the' GIF file should be transmitted.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

The nature of im,Lge data makes it possible to lost:! some dat<:L without losing the se'rnantics of
the data object. Quality can be traded for a reduction in response> time. As we have observed
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Comparison of Response Times for GIF and 10% JPEG (Dilferent Siles)
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Figure 10: Transmission of 10% .IPEG Fiks for Large Network Distance
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Response Times for GIF and 10% JPEG Files (Site: Maryland)
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Figure 11: Tr,tnSllussion of 10% J P 8G Files for Large File Sizes
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e.xperimentally, there arc several vhases in the retrieval process in which some component of
response time can he reduced. Sometimes increasing the time in one pllase will sufficiently
reduce the time ill another phase that there is a nct gain. Each image and each retrieval is
unique, ,md redlJction in response time depends on several varameters. We have identified these
parameters il.<; network distance, image attributes, time of day, comput<Ltion pOWN, physical
lllC!dia, storage and quality level. Time of day and image quality lp.vel <Lre two parameters
that can be modified by the user to get a better response time. Computation power, network
distance, physical media, and storage cannot be changed by the user and the system has to
calCluate the best image quality level possible under these constraints.
We plan to conduct more experiments to specify lllore rigorously the thresholds involved.
A database of tll(~ time taken for diffcrent network distances fOT different file sizes can be IIsed
to calculate the best quality file to he transmittp.cl.
We also phLn to build an intelligent system that will take the task of selecting the resolution
from the user. The user Illay not have any idea what resolution to ask for a particular image.
From a study of the user's past requests, the system should be able to COmpIJte the <Iuality level
the user needs and to retrieve that image.
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